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ABSTRACT

achieves efficiency, isolation, and stealthiness to recover from infection due to malware execution. We have implemented a Bolt
prototype working with the Android OS. Experimental results show
that Bolt can restore the guest system to a clean state in only 2.80
seconds.

The increasing growth of cybercrimes targeting mobile devices
urges an efficient malware analysis platform. With the emergence
of evasive malware, which is capable of detecting that it is being analyzed in virtualized environments, bare-metal analysis has become
the definitive resort. Existing works mainly focus on extracting the
malicious behaviors exposed during bare-metal analysis. However,
after malware analysis, it is equally important to quickly restore the
system to a clean state to examine the next sample. Unfortunately,
state-of-the-art solutions on mobile platforms can only restore the
disk, and require a time-consuming system reboot. In addition, all
of the existing works require some in-guest components to assist
the restoration. Therefore, a kernel-level malware is still able to
detect the presence of the in-guest components.
We propose Bolt, a transparent restoration mechanism for baremetal analysis on mobile platform without rebooting. Bolt achieves
a reboot-less restoration by simultaneously making a snapshot for
both the physical memory and the disk. Memory snapshot is enabled by an isolated operating system (BoltOS) in the ARM TrustZone secure world, and disk snapshot is accomplished by a piece of
customized firmware (BoltFTL) for flash-based block devices. Because both the BoltOS and the BoltFTL are isolated from the guest
system, even kernel-level malware cannot interfere with the restoration. More importantly, Bolt does not require any modifications
into the guest system. As such, Bolt is the first that simultaneously
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INTRODUCTION

Smartphones are increasingly becoming the targets of cybercrimes.
Therefore, detection of malicious behaviors beforehand is a top
priority for multiple stakeholders, such as the hardware/software
manufactures and end users. Although conventional static analysis and signature-based detection mechanisms have been effective,
they still cannot detect all types of malware. In particular, when
techniques such as obfuscation, packing, and polymorphism are employed by the malware, static analysis methods fall short. Dynamic
analysis techniques overcome these limitations by executing the
samples in a sandboxed environment [10, 11, 14, 17, 32, 41, 48, 51].
The malicious behaviors can be captured by the in-guest1 monitoring components (e.g., using ptrace) or lower-level out-of-guest
monitoring components (e.g., a security monitor in VMM). Unfortunately, more sophisticated malware or evasive malware is
capable of detecting the existence of the analytic components or
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this paper, as a convention, “guest” means the system in which the malware runs.

the emulated/virtualized execution environment, and refrains from
exposing any malicious activity [5, 7, 13, 23, 36].
In recent years, the bare-metal dynamic analysis technique is
becoming popular [1, 24–26, 30, 31, 40, 49, 50, 53]. By executing the
malware in an unmodified Operating System (OS) installation that
runs on an actual hardware, the malware cannot identify the existence of the monitoring component. Hence, the malware considers
itself running on a victim device, and starts to reveal its malicious
behaviors. There are two key challenges faced by bare-metal dynamic analysis technique. First, without an auxiliary component in
the guest system (or a security monitor in VMM), it is difficult to
transparently and accurately collect malware behaviors. Second, unlike virtualization based solutions, restoring the analyzing system
to a clean state after each malware infection usually requires a system reboot, which is inherently slow. However, the ever-increasing
flood of new malware demands malware analysis solutions with
high performance and high throughput. To automate the analysis in
a scalable way, the time for system restoration must be minimized.
While many efforts have been devoted to the first aspect, i.e., behavior extraction [1, 24, 26, 31, 40, 50, 53], very little attention has
been paid to the aspect of quick restoration. State-of-the-art solutions either require modification to the guest system, thus breaking
the transparency to malware [25, 30], or only restore part of the
system state [30]. In particular, by employing a dedicated small
OS, BareBox [25] is able to restore the system state, including both
memory and disk contents, within four seconds. However, both
the small OS and the in-guest component to assist restoration are
running at the same privilege level as the guest system. Therefore,
a kernel-level malware is able to identify that it is being analyzed,
and even disrupt the small OS. BareDroid [30] is specifically designed for the quick restoration of the Android OS. However, it
only handles disk image, and hence requires a full reboot after each
malware infection. Moreover, it cannot eliminate the existence of
in-guest components either.
In this paper, we propose Bolt, an OS-agnostic mechanism which
can quickly restore an ARM-based device to a designated state. Bolt
is able to make a full system snapshot (including both the physical
memory and the disk storage) at anytime during execution, and
quickly restore the system state without rebooting. Compared to
existing work [25, 30], Bolt supports unmodified OS on the baremetal platform, hence the fingerprint of its presence is minimized.
In addition, Bolt achieves three goals simultaneously: (1) Stealthiness. The component performing the restoration is transparent
to the guest OS that runs the malware. (2) Isolation. The malware,
even with kernel privilege, cannot interfere with the restoration
component. (3) Efficiency. Bolt can directly restore the system to
a clean checkpoint, eliminating the need of rebooting.
To achieve the design goals, we novelly utilize two hardware
features – ARM TrustZone security extension and flash-based storage device, both of which are standard hardware features in all
the mainstream ARM-based mobile platforms. ARM TrustZone
extends ARM processors to provide two virtual processor cores
that run with different privilege levels. Normal mobile OSes, such
as Android and iOS, run in the normal world with less privileges,
while a lightweight OS in the secure world runs trusted applications (e.g., Trustlets) that provides security-critical services, such
as fingerprint recognition to the normal OS. Another hardware

feature equipped with mobile devices is flash-based storage device.
Nowadays, flash memory in the forms of eMMC cards, SD cards,
MicroSD cards are pervasively used in mobile platforms due to its
high throughput, low energy consumption, and small size.
Leveraging TrustZone and flash memory, Bolt performs wholesystem (including both memory state and disk state) recovery without rebooting in the TrustZone secure world: (1) For the memory state, Bolt partitions the physical memory into three regions
– one for the secure-world trusted OS (i.e., BoltOS), one for the
normal-world guest OS, and the other for the snapshot of the guest
OS. BoltOS runs in the secure world, and is responsible for saving/restoring the physical memory of the guest OS to/from the
snapshot region. Note that the snapshot can only be accessed by
BoltOS in the secure world. (2) For the disk state, Bolt takes advantage of a special design feature in flash-based block devices –
out-of-place update. To accommodate the unique nature of flash
memory (Section 2.3), data overwriting in flash is usually performed
“out of place”, in which the new data are always stored in the newly
allocated flash space, while the old data being over-written will
remain intact until garbage collection is performed. Utilizing this
feature, we are able to restore flash state by only backing up a small
amount of metadata rather than the entire data. This is because
the OS can only access the flash storage via the interface provided
by flash firmware, with which we can simply manipulate the OS
view of data so that the clean-state data is invisible to the malware.
Finally, we carefully modify garbage collection/wear leveling to
prevent them from damaging the clean-state data.
Since BoltOS works without assistance from the guest OS, it
is stealthy to kernel-level malware. Moreover, with TrustZone,
BoltOS can be isolated from the guest OS. Therefore, kernel-level
malware cannot disrupt it. Finally, the performance of Bolt is
greatly boosted by avoiding both system reboot and a full restoration of flash data. In summary, our work makes the following main
contributions:
• We propose Bolt, a novel approach that could transparently
restore the whole-system state of a running OS without
reboot. To the best of our knowledge, Bolt is the first design
which can simultaneously achieve stealthiness, isolation and
efficiency.
• We design a new algorithm for flash-based block storage
that supports hardware-based checkpoint working in conjunction with BoltOS.
• As a proof of concept, we implement Bolt using the Android
OS as the guest system.2 Experimental results show that the
proposed system is able to make a full system recovery in
2.80 seconds, significantly outperforming state-of-the-art
solutions.
Roadmap. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss necessary background information on Android,
ARM TrustZone and flash-based block storage. Section 3 and Section 4 describe Bolt design and implementation respectively. Then
we evaluate the performance of the proposed system in Section 5,
followed by a discussion of the drawbacks of the current prototype
2 Although

our system is OS-agnostic, we cannot do experiment with iOS, because iOS
devices are tightly controlled in hardware.
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and future work in Section 6. We review related work in Section 7.
Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

running in different worlds have different privileges to access system resources. The secure-world components are allowed to access
all the resources system-wide, but the normal-world components
are only allowed to access non-secure resources. The current execution environment is determined by the NS (non-secure) bit in the
Security Configuration Register (SCR), which can only be accessed
when the processor runs in the secure world. When this bit is set,
the processor is in the normal world. Otherwise, the processor is in
the secure world. To switch to the other world, the privileged code
needs to issue an SMC instruction, which traps the processor in the
Monitor mode. In this mode, the processor has ultimate privilege.
Apart from accessing secure resources, it is able to manipulate the
registers in both worlds. As a result, the Monitor mode serves as
the gate for world-switching.
One of the most important components in a TrustZone-based
system is the TrustZone Address Space Controller (TZASC). Registers
of TZASC are mapped into the physical address of the SoC, and can
be accessed via normal memory operations. By configuring TZASC
in the secure world, the physical memory can be split into several
regions with different security levels. With these configurations,
secure world software can control whether a memory region can
be accessed in both the secure and normal worlds, or can only be
accessed in the secure world.
Newer Android systems comprise of two parts residing in two
worlds. The normal Android OS, including a customized Linux
kernel, framework libraries, and apps runs in the normal world.
A lightweight trusted OS runs in the secure world and provides
security-critical services to the normal Android OS. The secureworld OS essentially constructs a Trusted Execution Environment
(TEE) for running trusted services. To request a security-critical
service, the normal Android OS issues an SMC instruction, which
traps the processor into the secure world. Based on the contents of
registers or shared memory, the trusted OS is able to identify the
intent of the request, and schedule a piece of trusted code (called
Trustlet) to perform the actual computation. Finally, the results are
sent back to the normal-world Android OS.

BACKGROUND

This section presents necessary background information of the proposed system. We first briefly introduce the design of the Android
OS and its partitions. We then describe ARM TrustZone, a popular
security extension to the ARM processors. This security feature
is the root of trust in most mobile devices in the market. Finally,
we introduce flash-based block devices, the most popular forms of
storage media used in mobile devices.

2.1

Android

Android is an open-source OS based on Linux kernel. It is specifically optimized for mobile devices like smart phones and tablets.
Each Android application (i.e., app) is assigned a unique user ID, and
runs in its own virtual machine (VM) instance, which is sandboxed
to avoid accessing the rest of the system. The apps are written in the
Java programming language, which are first compiled to bytecode
for the Java virtual machine, and then translated to a customized
Dalvik Executable (DEX) format. The app package is loaded into
the address space of a VM, along with framework libraries that can
be invoked to request for system services.
Android partitions. The Android system organizes its nonvolatile storage into several partitions: /boot, /recovery, /system,
/data, /cache, /misc, etc. Each partition plays a distinct role and
facilitates different functionality of the device. We briefly describe
a few important partitions in the following:
• Bootloader: A non-filesystem partition that takes over the
system after executing the proprietary device ROM. It initializes the SoC components such as DRAM, and then copies the
kernel and ramdisk from the Boot partition into the memory.
• Boot: A non-filesystem partition flashed with an image containing the kernel and the ramdisk.
• Recovery: An alternative boot partition which serves for
advanced recovery and maintenance operations.
• System: This partition contains the entire operating system
except the kernel and the ramdisk. This includes the entire
Android framework and the pre-installed system apps, such
as the telephony.
• Data: This partition contains user data, e.g., user contacts,
messages and user installed apps. Assuming that the system
partition is unmodified, wiping this partition essentially performs a factory reset.

2.3

Flash-based block devices (e.g., eMMC cards, SD cards, MicroSD
cards and SSD drives) have been widely used to replace the conventional hard disk drives (HDD) due to their high I/O performance
and low energy consumption. Particularly, popular flash products
like eMMC cards and SD cards have dominated the storage media
of mobile devices (e.g., smart phones, tablets, smart watches).
Flash memory. Flash memory is a non-volatile storage medium
which can be electrically erased and reprogrammed. The flash memory family contains NOR-type and NAND-type flash. The NOR flash
allows one-byte random access, and is usually expensive with relatively small capacity. Thus, it is commonly used to store executable
program (e.g., bootloader). The NAND flash, however, is cheaper
and has much larger capacity, thus it has been pervasively used in
flash storage media. NAND flash stores information in an array of
memory cells, which are grouped into blocks. The size of a block is
usually a few hundred Kilobytes. A flash block is further divided
into pages, each of which can be 512 bytes, 2 KB, or 4 KB. Note that

As a reboot-less system, Bolt needs to restore the non-volatile
storage to a clean state, which only requires recovering the content
in the System and Data partitions.

2.2

Flash-based Block Devices

ARM TrustZone and Its Usage in Android

TrustZone is a security extension added to the ARM architecture [2].
It provides an isolated execution environment for sensitive tasks.
In particular, it introduces two worlds, a normal world and a secure
world. The security-critical workloads run in the isolated secure
world, while the commodity OS runs in the normal world. Tasks
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Flash translation layer. To be compatible with block-based file
systems (e.g., EXT4, FAT32), a flash storage medium is usually
used by emulating it as a block device (we call it a flash-based
block device). This can be achieved by introducing a special Flash
Translation Layer (FTL), which transparently manages the special
nature of raw flash and provides a block-based access interface. As
it is shown in Figure 2, FTL translates the logical page addresses
(LPA) from the upper layer (e.g., file systems) to the physical page
addresses (PPA) of the underlying raw flash. This requires a data
structure which can maintain the mappings between LPAs and
PPAs.

I/O with PPA
NAND Flash Memory
Figure 2: The architecture of a flash-based storage system
using FTL. LPA: logical page addresses, PPA: physical page
addresses.
reading/writing flash is usually performed on the basis of pages,
and erasure can only be performed on a block basis.
Compared to conventional mechanical HDDs, flash memory has
completely different characteristics. First, a flash page cannot be
re-programmed before it has been erased. However, since erase
operations can only be performed on a block basis, overwriting a
small page requires erasing a large block. This in return, requires
copying out the valid data in the block, and writing them back after
the block has been erased, leading to significant write amplification.
To resolve such an issue, flash memory usually implements an outof-place update mechanism, in which when a page is overwritten,
it simply stores the new data to a new empty page, and marks the
old page as invalid. The invalid pages will be cleaned and the space
will be reclaimed later by garbage collection (GC). Figure 1 shows
a concrete example: For HDDs, when an over-write happens, the
same physical storage is directly updated with the newly written
data B. For flash memory however, to handle an overwrite, it places
the newly written data B on a new physical page, and marks the page
that previously stores A as invalid. GC is periodically performed to
reclaim space occupied by invalid pages following these steps [42]:
(1) select those blocks which satisfy certain reclaim criteria (e.g., the
number of invalid pages exceeds a threshold) as victim blocks; (2)
copy the valid data stored in the victim blocks to free blocks; (3)
erase the victim blocks.
Second, each flash block only has a limited number (e.g., 10K) of
program-erase (P/E) cycles before it is worn out and cannot reliably
store information. To prolong the service life of flash memory,
wear leveling is usually required, by which writes/erasures on flash
memory are distributed evenly across the entire flash such that no
single block will have significantly larger P/E cycles than others.

3

DESIGN

This section presents the design of Bolt. We start with describing
our threat model and assumptions. We then give an overview of
Bolt. Finally, we elaborate the design details of memory recovery
and flash recovery in Bolt, respectively.

3.1

Threat Model and Assumptions

In Bolt, we consider aggressive malware which can obtain ultimate
privilege in the normal-world Android system. That is, it can execute arbitrary code in all the privilege levels of the system, including
kernel. This can be achieved by exploiting kernel vulnerabilities to
escalate privileges. With kernel-level privilege, we assume the malware could further break protections enforced by SELinux policies.
In this way, it could obtain write permission to system partitions.
We assume that the guest system relies on TrustZone-based TEE
for security-critical services. In practice, almost all the smartphones
available in the market today are equipped with TrustZone, and
newer releases of Android have even standardized the interface between the TEE and the normal-world Android OS [18]. Bolt relies
on existing code in Android to invoke the snapshot services in the
secure world. Therefore, Bolt does not require any modifications
into the Android system. In addition, we assume that the lightweight OS in the secure world, i.e., BoltOS, is resilient to attacks
from normal world. This is a widely acceptable assumption in the
domain of TrustZone-based security solutions, although we admit
that there are some real-world attacks that could compromise the
TrustZone secure world [27].
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Figure 4: System overview

3.2

Overview

triggers an active garbage collection to store the clean-state data
more compactly in flash blocks, and backs up the essential FTL
metadata (e.g., the mapping table, which records the mappings between LPA and PPA) to a few reserved flash blocks. BoltFTL also
regulates the write operations issued from the upper layer such that
they will not overwrite those flash blocks that store the clean-state
data. Garbage collection in BoltFTL is also revised such that the
flash blocks storing the clean-state data will not be reclaimed. After
having received a restore command, BoltFTL simply restores the
backup metadata. Since the flash blocks storing the clean-state data
are intact, the flash can be directly restored to the clean state. The
details of BoltFTL will be elaborated in Section 3.4.
Finally, a Coordinator (Figure 4b) in a separate PC connects
the guest device through the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) utility.
It downloads the malware to the Android device, and invokes the
BoltAgent to issue a save command to take a system snapshot
after system boot and to issue a restore command whenever an
analysis is completed. Note that these requests are issued from
the normal-world Android system, which is subject to exploit. For
example, the infected Android could issue a save command after infection. Therefore, the following restore commands would
restore the system to the saved infected state. Taking another example, the infected Android system could simply refuse to route
these commands to the secure world, leading to Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks. We address the first issue by only accepting the save
command for once and ignoring the others. Therefore, only the
clean state after system boot can be saved. For the second issue, we
set up a watch dog in the secure world. After a certain period of
in-activeness, a restore command is forced to be executed.

Bolt comprises of four main components: BoltAgent, BoltOS,
BoltFTL, and Coordinator (see Figure 3).
First, an in-guest app called BoltAgent runs in the Android
system (Figure 4a). This app is not suspicious in the sense that it does
nothing other than invoking two different requests of commodity
security services that are already implemented in the TEE of the
Android system, such as fingerprint recognition or trusted keyStore.
BoltOS in the secure world receives the requests from BoltAgent
as cues for save/restore operations.
Second, in the secure world, we run BoltOS, a lightweight OS
that is responsible for handling commodity security service requests
and add-on restoration services. In particular, a commodity security
service, such as fingerprint recognition, is bound with the save
service, and another service, such as keyStore, is bound with the
restore service. As shown in Figure 3, when BoltOS receives a request from BoltAgent, apart from serving the ordinary commodity
request, BoltOS executes the corresponding add-on restoration service. A snapshot includes two parts – one for memory and the other
for disk. BoltOS handles memory snapshot directly (Section 3.3),
and forwards the disk snapshot request to the flash firmware, which
we will describe in the next paragraph. We set aside a physical
memory region of equal size with that used in the guest system
(Figure 4b). To take a memory snapshot, BoltOS simply copies
the entire physical memory assigned to the guest to the snapshot
memory. In addition, the processor contexts, including the general purposed registers, Current Processor State Register (CPSR), and
Translation Table Base Register (TTBR)3 , etc. are saved in BoltOS.
The restoration of physical memory is the reverse operation to
snapshotting.
Third, BoltFTL is a piece of customized flash firmware. It receives customized SCSI commands [19] from BoltOS to perform
save and restore operations to the flash. Taking advantage of the
out-of-place update feature of flash, it is able to efficiently save
and restore the content of the entire flash without time-consuming
overwriting. Specifically, after receiving a save command, BoltFTL

3.3

Memory Recovery

This section describes how BoltOS makes memory snapshot of the
running system. To begin with, we briefly introduce the architectural design of the ARM processors.
ARM architecture. Almost all the modern OSes work on virtual
memory. ARM processors support virtual memory by a Memory
Management Unit (MMU) and a set of auxiliary system configuration registers. Specifically, when the M bit of the System Control

3 The

TTBR register is the pointer to the first level page table, similar to CR3 in x86
processors.
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Register (SCTLR) is set, the MMU is enabled. The following memory
accesses will first go through the page tables that translate the virtual addresses to the actual physical addresses. The page table is a
multi-level data structure, with the first-level base address pointed
by the Translation Table Base Registers (TTBR). To speedup address
translations, ARM processors have a built-in Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) that caches the recently executed page translations. A
TLB entry is indexed by the corresponding virtual address, plus a
Address Space Identifier (ASID) that is uniquely assigned to individual tasks. Therefore, during task switches, the TLB does not need
to be flushed.
In an ARM processor with TrustZone support, most of the system
registers are banked, meaning that they have different copies in each
world. This greatly simplifies the implementation of a standalone
OS in the secure world. In particular, during world switches, the
page table is automatically switched to the copy that is previously
set in the destination execution environment, without the need to
update TTBRs. In addition, the NS bit which indicates the current
execution environment is also used to index a TLB entry, making
TLB flushing unnecessary.

“update unfriendly” (Section 2.3). This will be exacerbated when the
flash has a large capacity.
To enable fast recovery of flash, we take advantage of its outof-place update feature. This special feature of flash ensures that
during malware analysis, the malware cannot corrupt the cleanstate data (specifically, the content) by over-writing them, which
can be used to restore the clean state later. In addition, to avoid those
data being damaged by garbage collection/wear leveling during
malware analysis, we customize the flash firmware (FTL) by carefully modifying the existing garbage collection and wear leveling
implementation in FTL. Note that modifying FTL is advantageous,
since it stays between the OS and the raw flash, and is transparent
to the OS. This allows our design to be resistant to malware that
can obtain a kernel-level privilege.
The resulting design, BoltFTL, can support fast flash restoration
after malware analysis. In the following, we will elaborate the main
operations of BoltFTL. We mark off these operations into three
phases. In the first phase, following the save command received
from BoltOS, BoltFTL takes a snapshot of the clean-state flash.
This phase is executed only for once because BoltOS only responds
to the first save command. Then, in phase two, malware begins
execution and infects the flash. Our customized BoltFTL ensures
that malware can never damage pages storing clean-state data. In
the final phase, BoltFTL recovers the flash to the saved snapshot
directed by the restore command from BoltOS. After this, BoltFTL
is ready to enter phase two.

Snapshot and Restoration. Since BoltOS runs in an isolated execution domain, there is no circular dependencies between the
physical memory and the processor context, which occur in inguest restoration solutions [25].
The first step of making memory snapshot is to save the raw
physical memory. In Bolt, we symmetrically partition the physical
memory into two regions – one is loaded with the guest system,
and the other is used to hold the snapshot of the guest system. The
first region is a non-secure resource that can be access by both
worlds, while the second one can only be access by BoltOS. Saving
and restoring the physical memory is straightforward – BoltOS
only needs to copy the guest physical memory to and from the
snapshot region.
The physical memory is tightly coupled with the processor context. Changing physical memory without recovering the processor
context will crash the system. For example, the new TTBR may
point to a memory region that contains invalid entries in the snapshot image. As a result, the MMU immediate detects the unmapped
virtual address and triggers a data abort. In BoltOS, apart from
restoring the general purpose registers, we also recover the TTBR,
SCTLR, and ASID registers. In addition, TLB is flushed to avoid
recycling use of the same ASID at the time of saving and restoring.

3.4

Phase 1: Malware analysis in-preparation. In this phase,
BoltFTL performs necessary operations to facilitate flash restoration. In particular, after receiving the customized save SCSI command, it performs the following steps to backup the clean-state
data.
First, BoltFTL will trigger an active garbage collection such that
user data can be stored in a compact manner. Specifically, BoltFTL
marks the blocks having invalid pages as victim blocks, copies
the valid data in these victim blocks to free blocks, updates the
corresponding mappings, and finally, erases the victim blocks.
Second, BoltFTL makes a backup of essential metadata (such as
the mapping table) to facilitate restoration. Note that the metadata
is usually much smaller in size compared to the stored data. Like
other reserved blocks (e.g., blocks reserved for wear leveling and
bad block management), the blocks containing metedata backup
are invisible to the upper layer. Phase one is execute only for once.
Therefore, the clean-state metadata is backed up only for once.
After metadata backup, the flash is ready to accept I/O requests
issued by malware.

Flash Recovery

Barely restoring the state of physical memory and processor is not
enough, since the state of peripherals may be inconsistent with the
system being recovered. Take flash as an example, after the memory
is recovered, the kernel, which maintains data structures related
to the file system, anticipates a matching back storage, which in
fact has been infected. This inconsistency of critical data structures
may cause system crash. More seriously, malware may retain a
copy of itself in the non-volatile flash, which may be activated later
to infect the recovered system. Therefore, it is necessary to save
and restore the content stored in flash as well. Restoring flash by
overwriting the entire content is time consuming, since flash is

Phase 2: Malware analysis in-motion. During the malware analysis, BoltFTL carefully regulates flash operations to protect the
integrity of the clean-state data in the reserved flash blocks:
• Read. A read operation does not affect flash integrity. Therefore, BoltFTL simply follows the same logic as that used in
a conventional FTL.
• Write. As with a conventional FTL, BoltFTL adopts an out-ofplace update mechanism to handle write operations. When
allocating a free page, BoltFTL ensures that a page containing clean-state data or backup of metadata is never selected.
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• Garbage collection. As mentioned earlier, BoltFTL also performs out-of-place updates, meaning that each write operation will be performed on a new flash page. Therefore,
garbage collection is essential for the removal of stale data.
To ensure that the clean-state data are stored intact, BoltFTL
modifies garbage collection so that blocks storing clean-state
data are never selected as victim blocks.
• Wear leveling. As BoltFTL does not reclaim the blocks storing clean-state data during garbage collection, the P/E cycles
of these blocks would not increase over time. Eventually, uneven P/E cycles will appear among the blocks storing cleanstate data and the others. To prolong the life of the flash,
BoltFTL customizes wear leveling with the following logic
that ensures an even P/E cycle distribution. (1) Whenever a
free block is allocated for data writing, a wear leveling checking is performed. (2) If the P/E cycle of the block (denoted as
A) is higher than the average P/E cycle of all the blocks by a
certain threshold, wear leveling is performed. (3) To perform
wear leveling, BoltFTL selects the youngest block (i.e., the
block with the least P/E cycles, which is denoted as Y) as
the new block for data writing. (4) If Y contains clean-state
data, BoltFTL copies the clean-state data to the previously
allocated block (i.e., A), erases the young block Y, and finally
selects Y as the final block for data writing. Moreover, the
mapping table and other metadata are updated accordingly.

4.1

4.2

BoltFTL

We have implemented a prototype of BoltFTL using OpenNFM [8],
an open source NAND flash controller framework. OpenNFM uses
an architecture consisting of three layers. The highest layer mainly
handles mappings between the LPA from upper layer and the PPA
in raw flash, so that the flash-based storage device can provide a
uniform block device interface to file systems. The middle layer
mainly takes care of wear leveling and bad block management. The
lowest layer provides a raw flash abstraction, handling the physical
characteristics of different flash chips. We customized OpenNFM
to work with LPC-H3131 [28], a development board equipped with
180 MHz ARM microcontroller, 512 MB NAND flash, and 32 MB
SDRAM. The flash has 128 KB block size and 2KB page size, thus
the entire NAND flash has 4,096 erase blocks, and each block is
composed of 64 pages. Each mapping entry can be represented by
3 bytes, therefore the mapping table occupies 6 blocks.
In BoltFTL, to receive the save and restore commands from
BoltOS, we take advantage of the reserved operation codes of SCSI
commands [19]. Specially, we adopt an SCSI command with operation code 0x61H to inform BoltFTL to start performing save
operations, and adopt an SCSI command with operation code 0x62H
to inform BoltFTL to start performing restore operations.

Phase 3: Recovery from malware analysis. BoltOS sends a restore command to BoltFTL to notify the restoration of the flash.
Upon receiving this command, BoltFTL simply discards the old
metadata and activates the backup metadata by coping them to the
RAM of the flash controller. In this way, the flash can be instantly
restored to the clean state. Note that the reserved blocks storing
backup metadata is never modified during phase two and phase
three.

4

BoltOS

After the proprietary device ROM, BoltOS resumes execution in
the secure world, and initializes itself within iRAM, which is a separated on-chip memory other than DRAM. In this way, we can
symmetrically allocate the whole DRAM to the Android system
and snapshot image. In particular, BoltOS configures the TZASC so
that the first 512 MB of DRAM is set to be a non-secure resource for
the Android system and the remaining 512 MB of DRAM is set to be
a secure resource for snapshot storage. Finally, it loads the Android
bootloader to the DRAM region assigned to the Android system,
and switches to the normal world to run the Android bootloader,
which further boots the Android OS.
The type of service requested by BoltAgent is indicated by the
r0 register. BoltOS is linked with the newlib C library [46] for embedded systems. Hence, we can readily invoke standard C library
functions such as memcpy to speed up memory saving and restoring. In total, BoltOS consumes less than 30 KB memory in iRAM,
including 16 KB for page tables.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype for Bolt on an
i.MX 6Quad SABRE experiment board, which integrates a four-core
ARM Cortex-A9 processor, 1 GB DDR3 DRAM and 256 KB SoC
internal RAM (iRAM). In the normal world, we run an Android 7.0
OS. Our prototype implements all the designed functions, except
that we do not provide commodity security services in BoltOS. In
fact, the trusted OS in the secure world is proprietary property in
all the commercial products. In BoltOS, we only implement the
save and restore services. In Android, the BoltAgent invokes a
customized interface directly to kernel to request these services.
We connect to our i.MX experiment board a programmable flash
board LPC-H3131 [28] through USB interface. The flash board holds
the System and Data partitions of the Android system. BoltFTL
is built based on OpenNFM [8], an open source NAND flash controller framework. In the following, we detail the implementation
of BoltOS and BoltFTL.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed system. First, we measured the time required to restore the guest Android system. We
also break down the whole process to discover the most time consuming stage. Since the restoration time is highly dependent on the
configuration of a real hardware, we also measured the time spent
with different configurations of hardware. Following this, we dissected the time spent on flash restoration. Finally, we measured the
runtime performance of flash access with our modified firmware.
If the performance is severely influenced, the malware may observe such environmental change and refuse to expose malicious
behaviors.
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Table 1: Time breakdown for restoring the guest system (in
μs).
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Table 2: Memory restoration under different physical memory sizes.
Memory Size (in MB)
Time (in μs)

OpenNFM
BoltFTL

1800

by the size of DRAM on the device, the maximum tested size is
512 MB. In addition, Android system has minimal requirement for
physical memory. Therefore, we only tested memory sizes between
384 MB and 512 MB. As shown in Table 2, the time consumption
basically follows a linear relationship with the restored memory
size. Note that the time for memory restoration depends on not
only the physical memory size, but also the underlying SoC. A
more advanced chip with a powerful processor and high memory
bandwidth could further reduce the restoration time.

512
2798087

Restoration Performance

We report the device restoring time in this section. As our experiment board has only 1 GB DRAM, we measured the time required
to restore an Android system with 512 MB physical memory. The
flash has 512 MB storage, and BoltFTL is able to recover the entire
contents at a time. All the experiments ware performed for at least
10 times, and the averaged time is reported.

Evaluating the efficiency of flash restoration. To restore a
flash-based block device, BoltFTL simply activates the backup metadata to replace the current one in the RAM (equipped with the
flash-based block device). In our evaluation with LPC-H3131, this
takes approximately 0.43s.

Breakdown measurements. Figure 5 shows the timeline of a
restoration process. After receiving the restoration command,
BoltOS issues the customized SISC command to BoltFTL. This
process is non-blocking, therefore, BoltOS immediately begins to
restore the physical memory and processor context. Finally, BoltOS
transfers control to the guest system to resume execution at the
time snapshot was taken. Note that in our experiments, the time
required to restore the physical memory is far longer than that
required to restore the flash. Hence, only the upper line in Figure 5
accounts for the time spent on system restoration.
To measure the time spent on each stage, we utilized the Performance Monitor Unit (PMU) available in our experiment board,
and counted the CPU cycles spent. The time required was calculated as the elapsed cycles divided by the processor frequency. We
temporarily disabled the Linux perf support in the normal world
to eliminate its interference with the PMU state. We cannot measure the exact time spent on command transmission, because the
clocks in BoltOS and BoltFTL are not synchronized. Rather, we
recorded in BoltOS the time spent on command transmission and
flash restoration as a whole. In Table 1, we list a breakdown measurement of time spent on each stage. As shown in the table, most
of time was spent on the memory restoration. Based on the timeline
shown in Figure 5, the total time to recover the system is 2.80s.

5.2

Flash Runtime Performance

BoltFTL is a customized flash firmware incorporating specifically
designed strategies that feature snapshot function for the whole
chip. To figure out how these strategies affect the performance of
the flash, we used the AndroBench storage benchmark to measure
the performance of the default OpenNFM and BoltFTL. We set the
buffer sizes for sequential and random accesses to 32768 KB and 4
KB respectively (default values). As shown in Figure 6, we have the
following observations.
(a) The throughput of read performances measured in BoltFTL is
almost the same as the default OpenNFM. Indeed, read operations
do not make any modification to the flash state, so the logic to
process read operations is the same in BoltFTL and OpenNFM.
(b) The throughput of write operations measured in BoltFTL
is slightly lower (2%) than the default OpenNFM. The introduced
overhead is caused by the following reasons. (1) To increase the
write throughout, FTL prepares a certain number of free blocks for
upcoming writing operations in advance. This means these blocks
need to be reclaimed by GC beforehand. However, when running
with BoltFTL, the firmware does not select the blocks storing the
clean-state data as victim blocks in GC, which inevitably increases
GC frequency slightly to satisfy the demand of free blocks. (2)

Restoration under varying memory sizes. We also assigned
different sizes of physical memory to the guest system. Restricted
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GC in BoltFTL introduces much more uneven P/E cycles among
flash blocks than default OpenNFM. To prolong the lifetime of the
flash-based block device, in BoltFTL, wear leveling is invoked more
frequently to ensure that programmings/erasures distribute evenly
across the entire flash.

6

RELATED WORK

This section reviews approaches used in malware analysis on both
bare-metal and emulated platforms. We focus on the bare-mental
setting, as it leaves minimal artifacts for the malware. We describe
two fundamental challenges and their solutions in this setting –
system restoration and malware behavior extraction. Finally, we
introduce several works that take advantage of ARM TrustZone or
flash for security purposes.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Decreased flash capacity. To protect the blocks that hold the
clean-state data, BoltFTL never reclaims these blocks for reuse.
Therefore, operations that need new block allocations will be influenced. For example, if the malware deletes a file that exists in
the snapshot image, the number of available logical blocks is increased accordingly, whereas the number of total reclaimable physical blocks is not. As a result, the flash capacity is decreased. Fortunately, a clean Android system partition only occupies 268 MB in
our build, indicating that there is at most 268 MB of storage loss.
This will not be a problem for modern commercial flash-based block
devices with high storage capacities.

7.1

Malware Analysis on Bare Metal

System restoration. BareDroid [30] provides a quick restore mechanism that makes the bare-metal analysis of Android applications
feasible at scale. However, it only restores the disk state of the system, so a reboot is needed to fully recover the system status. Bolt
performs a complete system restoration including both memory and
flash disk. BareBox [25] is a quick restoration system for bare-metal
analysis on x86 machines. Both Bolt and BareBox are rebootless
systems. In addition, they both enable the memory restoration by
splitting the physical memory into two parts, and rely on a separate
OS to take snapshot and make restoration. Regarding disk restoration, BareBox relies on an overlay-based mirror disk, whereas Bolt
relies on a customized flash firmware. The separated OS in BareBox runs with the same privilege as the guest system, so it can
be easily detected by kernel-level malware, and even be disrupted.
In Bolt, we employ ARM TrustZone to implement an isolated OS.
In addition, existing works require in-guest components to assist
restoration, whereas Bolt is completely transparent to the guest.
This is made possible by a non-suspicious agent app that issues
requests for security services that already exist in the system.

Ware-and-tear artifacts. Bolt assumes that the malware could
not distinguish it is being analyzed by running it in a bare-metal
hardware without modification to the guest. However, as revealed
by Miramirkhani et al. [29], more sophisticated evasive malware is
able to exploit the “wear and tear” artifacts that inevitably occur on
devices of real users, but not in-lab devices, to identify it is being
analyzed. The authors also developed a statistical model to aid
building system images that exhibit a realistic “wear and tear” state.
Note that their findings do not indicate bare-metal analysis can
be largely detected. Rather, existing solutions, including Bolt, can
improve the fidelity by further taking the “wear and tear” artifacts
into consideration.

Behavior extraction and analysis. LO-PHI [40] leverages additional hardware sensors to monitor the disk operation and periodically poll memory snapshots. It achieves a higher transparency
at the cost of incomplete view of system states. BareCloud [26] is
an armored malware detection system; it executes malware on a
bare-metal system and compares both disk-level and network-level
activities of the malware with other emulation and virtualizationbased analysis systems for evasive malware detection. The disklevel activity is extracted by comparing the effected disk status
with the initial state. The network-level activity is captured on the
wire directly. These works focus on malicious behavior extraction
on bare-metal systems without installing any in-guest software
components, while Bolt focuses on quick restoration after each
malware infection.
Placing analytic code in the guest could significantly simplify
the process of malicious behavior extraction. TaintDroid [12] is a
system-wide information flow tracking tool. It provides variablelevel, message-level, method-level, and file-level taint propagation
by modifying the original Android framework. TaintART [44] extends the idea of TaintDroid on the most recent Android Java virtual
machine Android Runtime (ART). VetDroid [55] reconstructs the
malicious behavior of the malware based on permission usage, and
it is applicable to taint analysis. DroidTrace [56] uses ptrace to
monitor the dynamic loading code on both Java and native code
level. Although these tools attempt to analyze the target on realworld devices to improve transparency, the modification to the

Self restoration. In the current prototype, BoltOS in the secure
world is only responsible for taking snapshot and making restoration for the normal-world guest system as required. However, in a
real-world setting, BoltOS should also provide security services for
the commodity guest OS. To exhibit a consistent view for the guest
OS after restoration, the statuses of security services in BoltOS
should be restored as well. Chicken-and-egg problem occurs here
because there is no lower level execution domain than the TrustZone secure world to restore the status of BoltOS. In practice, this
inconsistence would cause exceptions to apps in the guest system.
For example, the security service typically returns a fault code to the
guest if it cannot find a session associated with the guest-provided
session id. Fortunately, the security services can be recovered after
re-establishing the session. Moreover, for BoltOS, we do not need
to restore the entire OS status as is done for the guest OS. Application level restoration, which has been well studied [34], could be
employed for the purpose of security service restoration.
Selective restoration. Our prototype takes memory snapshot by
simplify saving the entire physical memory assigned to the guest.
However, there exists a lot of unused pages that do not need to
be restored. As the physical memory becomes large, more time is
wasted on copying unimportant pages. In the future, we plan to
employ VM introspection techniques [22] to analyze the structure
of physical memory, and only take snapshot of the pages in use.
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Android framework leaves some memory footprints or code signatures, and the ptrace-based approaches can be detected by simply
check the /proc/self/status profile. Moreover, these systems
are vulnerable to privileged malware.
Zhang et al. [53] propose MalT, a bare-metal debugging tool
for malware analysis. Its core idea is to use System Manage Mode
(SMM), a special CPU mode in x86 architecture, to increase the debugging transparency. Ninja [31], a follow-up system of MalT, provides a transparent malware analysis framework on ARM platform.
Willems et al. [49] used branch tracing to record all the branches
taken by a program execution. As pointed out in the paper, the data
obtainable by branch tracing is rather coarse and this approach still
suffers from a CPU register attack against branch tracing settings.

7.2

BoltOS augments TrustDump by also supporting memory restoration. Trusted Language Runtime (TLR) [38] and TrustShadow [16]
are two systems that shield unmodified applications from a hostile OS. TZ-RKP [4] and Sprobes [15] monitor critical operations
of an OS by routing privileged operations to the secure world for
inspection. CaSE [54] extends TrustZone to execute self-contained
applications inside the cache to defeat DRAM attacks.

7.4

Malware Analysis via Sandboxing

DroidScope [52] rebuilds the semantic information of both the
Android OS and the Dalvik virtual machine based on QEMU. CopperDroid [45] is a VMI-based analysis tool that automatically reconstructs the behavior of Android malware including inter-process
communication (IPC) and remote procedure call interaction. DroidScibe [9] uses CopperDroid [45] to collect behavior profiles of
Android malware, and automatically classifies them into different
families. Since the emulator leaves footprints, these systems are
naturally not transparent.
Ether [11] is a malware analysis framework based on hardware
virtualization extensions (e.g., Intel VT). It runs outside of the guest
operating systems by relying on underlying hardware features.
BitBlaze [39] and Anubis [3] are QEMU-based malware analysis
systems. They focus on understanding malware behaviors, instead
of achieving better transparency. V2E [51] combines both hardware
virtualization and software emulation. HyperDbg [14] uses the
hardware virtualization that allows the late launching of VMX
modes to install a virtual machine monitor and run the analysis code
in the VMX root mode. SPIDER [10] uses Extended Page Tables to
implement invisible breakpoints and hardware virtualization to hide
its side effects. However, Ether, BitBlaze, Anubis, V2E, HyperDbg,
and SPIDER all rely on easily detected emulation or virtualization
technology [7, 35–37] and make the assumption that virtualization
or emulation is transparent from guest-OSes.
More subtle, anti-anti-analysis technique for emulated environment has also been developed. It enjoys both the benefits of scalability in emulation-based analysis and high coverage in bare-mental
analysis. In particular, with Droid-AntiRM [47], the analytic component is able to detect the condition statements that could trigger the
malicious behaviors and rewrite them on the fly to force a malicious
path. However, we regard it as a start of a new round of arms-race
between the malware writers and detectors. A definitive solution
could be bare-metal analysis that leaves no artifact at all.

7.3

Data Protection in Flash Memory

A few existing works explored data protection techniques in flash
memory. DEFY [33] and DEFTL [21] investigated techniques which
can hide sensitive data into the flash media. As another important
direction of data protection, secure deletion ensures that sensitive
data can be completely removed from storage media. NFPS [20] and
TedFlash [6] explored novel techniques which can irrecoverably
remove sensitive information stored in flash.

8

CONCLUSION

Dynamic analysis on bare-metal is a promising technique to reveal
the malicious behaviors of evasive malware. This work focuses on
a less studied, but important topic in bare-metal dynamic analysis,
i.e., quickly restoring the guest system to a clean state without
exposing any instrumentation indicators. The proposed solution,
Bolt, takes advantage of two hardware features that are widely used
in mobile platforms, to develop a reboot-less restoration solution
without any modification to the guest system. With this spotless
“sandbox”, the state-of-the-art malware is not able to identify that
it is being analyzed. This is particularly valuable for building a
scalable bare-metal analysis platform with high throughput, especially considering the ever-growing number of mobile malware and
the rapid evolution of envision techniques. Experimental results
obtained from our prototype implementation show that, Bolt is
able to restore a full system state in 2.80 seconds, outperforming
all the existing solutions.
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